
A Transformative Knowledge Network 



transformative transgressive transdisciplinary

The meaning(s) of ‘T’ in T-learning 

psycho-social processes of 
cognitive and emotional 
perspective shifts that potentially 
lead to social-ecological change 
and the affirmation of life 

intentionally generates critical 
thinking, collective agency and 
changed practices while explicitly 
challenging normalised systems 
that have become oppressive

crossing boundaries to co-create 
and affirm knowledges in 
iterative and collaborative ways 
that contribute to changes in 
action and practice 



Theoretical assumptions & Frameworks 
underling our theory of change
We work with five streams of interlacing and overlapping emerging 
theories/praxis: 
(1) reflexive social learning, eco-criticism and capabilities theory, 
(2) critical phenomenology and eco-hermeneutics,
(3) socio-cultural and cultural historical activity theory,
(4) new social movement, postcolonial, decolonisation and intersectional 

theory. 
(5) Boundary dwelling work and learning into the unknown as an existential 

crisis (recently added a more radical stream of thinking on transgressive 
elements of t- learning)

Abductive theoretical work



T-learning cases  

Engaging 
multi-stakeholder 
climate change 
adaptation in the 
Mekong Delta 
through systems-
based learning 

Expanding
multi-levelled 
networks of organic 
farmers’ 
associations through 
resolving 
contradictions in 
change laboratories

Growing
diverse t-learning 
networks in rural 
and 
urban areas 
through 
pedagogical 
innovations

Affirming
informal learning 
amongst  rural 
women’s groups for 
climate change 
adaptation in the 
Lake Chilwa Basin 

Generating
social participation 
in sustainable food 
systems at 
community level  in 
Lekkernausch, Den 
Hague 

Reclaiming
sacred natural sites 
and bio-cultural 
diversity through 
counter hegemonic 
mapping at diverse 
levels 

Evolving 
transgressive learning 
philosophy and 
reflexive tools for 
green schools 
monitoring and 
scaling

Mobilising
community monitoring 
partnerships for 
sustainable 
development using a 
mobile phone 
application

Connecting
bioregional networks 
into wider social 
movements that 
embody radical 
social-ecological 
justice and change 



Critical reflection of the researcher themselves and the researcher’s 
role in society. Transformation in research practice and development of 
critically and socially generative research methodologies to re-imagine 
research 



Play liminal results

• that change inspired by T-learning demands ethics of care, anger and disruption (suitably 
strange/indecently decent/ethical slut/ethical bastard) and responsibility from the 
interventionist researcher that goes beyond doing no harm because of its transgressive nature.

• change processes are rooted in the multiple social ecological contexts in which the case studies 
are taking take place. 

• the suitable research methods for stimulate change through T-learning should are critical and 
generative, participatory and dialogical, and dialectical and change-oriented. 

• the learning methods are plural, concurrently expansive introspective, creative, aesthetic and 
cognitively just. 

• The struggle with ambiguity, uncertainty, ‘the troubling’ nature of t-learning (the space between 
identifying a concern and finding a methodology) is the space that is capturing our interest

We are relying on epistemic dialogue and collaborative innovation between practitioners, process 
and content specialists on several disciplines and this is generating potentially transformative 
relationship and practice changes, methodological and theoretical understandings and insights at 
multiple levels and reflect multi-context variance. 






















